
English WB 29. 6.20

Lesson 4
Thursday 2nd July

LO: To write a sequence of coherent sentences within a narrative 



Read Plot Point 3

The stars floated into a painting called Noon. A young couple were napping in the shade on a hot, summer’s day. 

The stars rumbled into the sky and night soon fell upon the countryside. 

The woman, whose name was Marie, woke up. 

“Oh, look at all the stars,” she said. “Surely, they don’t belong in this painting.” 

“Err… no,” said Katie. “Would you help me catch them?”



Katie saw a big fishing net in the boat. 

“Let’s try this,” she said. 

They all threw the net as high as they could… and caught the stars! 

“At last,” said Katie as everyone cheered. 

Back in the gallery, they all quickly ran to the Starry Night picture.

“Now we can put the stars back before the guard finds out,” said Katie. 

They threw the stars into the sky, but it didn’t look quite right. 

“What’s that in your pocket, Katie?” asked Marie.

“My star,” said Katie. “I wanted to show it to Grandma…”

“But it might float away again,” said Marie. “Put it in the Starry Night

and then you can see it whenever you want.”

So Katie threw the star up into the painting. 

“Thank you, everyone. We did it,” said Katie. 



Turn your page landscape and split up the left hand side like this

We gather vocabulary this side We write our chunks this side.

Chunk 1: What painting does she get help from?

How do they catch the missing items?

Chunk 3: What did Katie say to the people who 

helped?

Chunk 2: Why didn’t it look quite right?



Your Chunk 1

Here we are going to collect some verbs for how she 

tried to catch the items.

My vocabulary (for potatoes)

Tractor 

Hay bales to block them from rolling anymore

Your vocabulary (for the painting you chose)

My Chunk 1

The potatoes rolled into a painting called Noon. 

Katie explained her problem and asked the lady to 

help. She offered her tractor which they use for 

carrying hay bales. They managed to catch every 

last potato that was bowling through the gallery.

Chunk 1: What painting does she get help from?

How do they catch the missing items?



Your Chunk 2

We are going to use the conjunction but in a complex 

sentence. Remember to put the comma before the 

conjunction. Let’s gather some phrases which suggest 

the painting didn’t look right.

My vocabulary

It looked unusual

It wasn’t the same

Your vocabulary

My Chunk 2

As Katie studied the art work, she was relieved the 

have got all the potatoes back where they 

belonged. It still looked like a masterpiece of Van 

Gogh’s, but it just didn’t look quite the same as 

before. Something was missing.

Chunk 2: Why didn’t it look quite right?



Your Chunk 3

We are going to gather some phrases she might say 

when she has caught them all.

My vocabulary

“Thank you!”

“I can’t believe we did it!”

Your vocabulary

My Chunk 3

Katie reached into her pocket to find the last potato 

which she’d planned to give to Grandma for her 

potato and leek soup. She reluctantly placed it back 

on the centre of the table in the painting.

“Thank you so much for helping!” she cried.

Chunk 3: What did Katie say to the people who 

helped?



My complete plot point 3

The potatoes rolled into a painting called Noon. 

Katie explained her problem and asked the lady to 

help. She offered her tractor which they use for 

carrying hay bales. They managed to catch every 

last potato that was bowling through the gallery.

As Katie studied the art work, she was relieved the 

have got all the potatoes back where they 

belonged. It still looked like a masterpiece of Van 

Gogh’s, but it just didn’t look quite the same as 

before. Something was missing.

Katie reached into her pocket to find the last potato 

which she’d planned to give to Grandma for her 

potato and leek soup. She reluctantly placed it back 

on the centre of the table in the painting.

“Thank you so much for helping!” she cried.


